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UC San Diego Staffer Aims for 7 Marathons on 7
Continents in 12 Months

Cheryl Hile (right) and husband Brian ran the Cape

Town Marathon in South Africa in September, the first of seven

races on seven continents that the MS patient aims to complete

in less than 12 months.

A fund manager at the University of California San Diego

has embarked on an ambitious effort to become the first

patient with Multiple Sclerosis (MS) to run seven marathons

on seven continents in a single year. Next week, on

December 11, Computer Science and Engineering

department employee Cheryl Hile and husband Brian will

be in Hawaii to run the Honolulu Marathon. It’s their third

26.2-mile race since their running year began in

September.

So far Hile has raised roughly $44,000 to travel to and run

in all seven races – just over 80 percent of her goal –

through a crowdfunding campaign on the CrowdRise

website.

The fundraising appeal has undoubtedly been helped by publicity surrounding the adventure. This fall

Hile was profiled by the Huffington Post, Fox News, Britain’s Daily Mail, and even the syndicated TV

show, The Doctors (in an episode scheduled for Dec. 8). Locally, Hile was featured on the front page

of the Dec. 1 Encinitas Advocate newspaper and the Del Mar Times online. The local angle focused on

the UC San Diego runner’s decade-long collaboration with an Encinitas-based maker of orthotics, Ara

Mirzaian.

As Hile told journalist Chris Saur in the Encinitas interview, she has run over 30 marathons since being

diagnosed in 2006 with MS. “I’m very goal-oriented,” said the 42-year-old university employee. “That’s

why I run so many races; it helps me navigate my MS because they are like these little mini goals that I

can strive for.”

Completing a marathon is particularly difficult for runners with MS because the condition typically

weakens the runner’s ability to pick up her foot after each stride. For non-MS sufferers it’s automatic,

but with MS, Hile is prone to stumbling or falling because of foot drop.
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The orthotist first fitted her with a standard brace, then switched to an ankle-foot orthotic (AFO) made

of lightweight carbon graphite. “With this design,” Mirzaian told the newspaper, “she is able to use less

energy and complete marathons. I just make her braces and she does all of the hard work.”

Together with her husband, Hile ran two marathons in the southern hemisphere in September and

October (in Cape Town, South Africa and Buenos Aires, Argentina, respectively). After next week’s

race in Honolulu, she will be flying even further south than Argentina to run a marathon in January at

the bottom of the world: Antarctica. It’s the most expensive leg of her year-long effort, but fortunately,

the orthotics company for which Mirzaian works, Hanger Inc., is sponsoring her Antarctic journey.

Notes Hile: “The tab for my race registration for Antarctica is $8,950 alone!”

Meanwhile, she continues to raise funds to cover airfares and other costs. She says that she has

raised enough to get through the race in Tokyo, Japan. That means she has just the two final legs of

her record-setting run for which she needs to raise funds. She hopes to get sufficient funding well

before she travels to Vienna, Austria next April, and Christchurch, New Zealand in June 2017.

Assuming no major roadblocks, Hile could complete the seven-race, seven-continent record in just

eight months.
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